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1. On the walls are five photographs.
Two are of a skyscraper while under
construction, captured four years
apart. They are part of a series,
constituting an on-going exercise
in visually documenting witnessed
alteration. One is saturated a cobalt
blue, the other is monochromatic
shades of grey. The quality of these
chromogenic prints makes this modern edifice appear anachronistic, like
a still from an old science fiction film
projecting a dystopian metropolis of
a not-so-distant future. Unless you
are familiar with the World Trade
Center this could be any urban highrise, anywhere, anytime.

certain distance and detachment in
the images they are rooted in the
artist’s strong affiliation with this city
in particular. The city, here, is the
subject, refracted through the lens
of the artist’s subjective experiences
and recollections.
2. Accompanying the work is a text
comprised of five short vignettes. A
number of these serve to unmistakably contextualize the images. They
identify coordinates; they name
streets, specify times. But these
texts are less narrative than they are
minor isolated fragments of the past.
They ground the images in the personal recollections of the artist, tying
them to particular places and certain
moments, sourcing anchorage in the
traces of memory.

The other three are incidental but intimate: a mostly eaten stalk of green
grapes on the padded patterns of a
strip of paper towel, the silhouette
of a cooling Brita filter, and leaves on
a pavement, entangled with a tumbleweed-ing ball of hair: quotidian,
domestic, potentially anywhere.

3. Skirting the perimeter of the gallery is a variety of display structures
of various sizes made from tightly
pressed layers of cardboard, adhered
together then cut into and carved

These are the work of Oto Gillen, an
artist born, raised and based in New
York, in Raisin on the Vine, at Tomorrow Gallery, New York. Despite a
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to form contoured receptacles for
an array of familiar and exotic fruits
and vegetables. These have all been
sourced deliberately from vendors
in the surrounding neighbourhood
of Chinatown, a portion of New York
changed and changing rapidly, yet
bound up with the artist’s autobiography and heritage – recollected
trips to Chinatown with his Asian
mother as a child – as another of the
vignettes reveals. Gillen cultivates
connections. This literal harvest
becomes embroiled and embedded
within the artist’s harvesting of his
own memories and the artifacts of
a personalized encounter with this
place.

the gallery. It is a small and narrow
space but which now acts as a kind
of microcosm of the portion of the
world where it is located.
4. On some of the fruits and vegetables a powdery residue emerges
over time as the cardboard expedites
their natural ripening processes,
making visible the consequences of
perpetual but often imperceptible
organic activity. And just as this
activity is set in motion so are other
forms of interaction, so do other relationships arise and new byproducts
emerge from the mix of memory and
place presented.
These gestures are modest but
earnest, arising from, precipitating
and imbricating different modes of
access. Gillen utilizes that which is
at his closest - both proximate and
personal - disposal to engage with
and interlink fragments and traces
pertaining to myriad aspects of a
continually evolving metropolis and
his own place within it.

The walls insinuate estrangement
while the artist’s material interventions compel engagement. This
ubiquitous and utilitarian substance
amounts to a furrowed and striated
topography on the gallery floor. A fragrant aroma of seasonable produce
overwhelms the space. This olfactory stimulation – the same primordial
faculty that most powerfully links
memory and emotion – precedes
every other encounter, it engages
the senses and so the body first, infiltrating an ordinarily sanitized realm.
The reticence of time and place in
the images and the retrospective
nature of the text are countered by
the immediately palpable, ultra-sensorial and unavoidable impact of the
redolent presentation of produce in

These are ways you might begin to
know where you are.
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of tote-bags with titles printed on
them, such as Days Of The Gallery
Assistant, or even, Days Of The Waiter, Days Of The Welfare Recipient,
and so on. The audience was invited
to purchase one for whatever price
they deemed suitable – therefore
forcing the audience-turned-potential-customer to evaluate her labour,
her worth, in purely monetary-terms,
in real-time and in her immediate
presence.

In January 2016, it was reported in
the media that the Department of
Social Protection installed a series
of ‘anti-homeless devices’ (a series
of metal poles) along the windows
of their offices in Gandon House.
In a year of a general election and
the 1916 centenary, the political
ironies of this are obvious. When
challenged on the use of these
‘devices’, the department’s response
to widespread criticism was to lay
blame on the landlord. Yet, at the
moment of writing there have been
no attempts by the department, or
the Office of Public Works (who
manage the building) to have the
defensive architecture removed.
Public spaces are increasingly rejecting the public. It was during this
controversy that I was reminded of
a conversation I had previously had
with artist Fiona Reilly, about her
project Public Private?.

through Limerick City, to highlight
the variety of typically unseen, unnoticed CCTV cameras that dot the
urban landscape. It happened on a
cold November Sunday in 2015, and
the news about the Department of
Social Welfare’s new, unkind architecture welcomed us into 2016.
Both the CCTV and the anti-homeless devices represent intentionally
anti-social decisions being made
about public spaces, behind closed
doors by unnamed, unknown decision makers, both public and private.
Each suggests a power system that
is closed off, unresponsive to the
wider society, and autocratic in style,
strategy and approach.

surveillance infrastructure of the city
is akin to asking someone not to think
about their breathing – once you start
noticing, it’s difficult, if not impossible to stop. The extent to which this
single-issue activism grows into a
larger metaphor for civil engagement
and meaningful concepts of citizenship, the more powerful a political
statement and artistic intervention it
becomes. Crucially, this experience
was greater than the sum of its parts;
quickly, this surveillance parade
became a politically loaded act. With
little but the everyday act of walking,
Reilly and her motley crew in hi-vis
jackets turned the gaze back on an
ever present, deeply entrenched
surveillance network, if only for an
evening.

Public Private? is in many ways a
continuation of Reilly’s performative strategies of previous projects,
namely the establishment of a level
of personal involvement, a connection, with the audience. Taking a
tour directly under the glare of the

Reilly’s project did, as many of her
previous projects have done, put
a face to a phenomenon through
simple and immediate gestures,
characterised by little but presence.
A previous project, Days of the Precarious Worker (2014), Reilly stood
in the gallery space, beside a series

“CCTV cameras seemed to pop up
overnight in Ireland, with no debate
or public consultation,” Fiona Reilly
told me, as we sat down to discuss
her project. The work took the form
of a walk, a guided tour by Reilly
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“We need properly funded public
arts.” This is something that the most
resourceful man ever represented in
the genre of action TV shows would
never utter. The character I refer to
is none other than Angus MacGyver,
the TV action hero played by Richard
Dean Anderson from 1985 to 1992.
The old adage “when life gives you
lemons make lemonade”, the battle
cry of the proponents of entrepreneurship, is something that would
never cross MacGyver’s mind. He
would somehow magic those lemons into a thermo-nuclear power
device and save an entire town of
orphans precariously teetering on
the brink of a life and death situation
trapped in an airtight lift during a
tornado induced power outage. Oh…
and the water level is rising and they
are all about to drown.
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Perhaps with a bag of spanners he
could have more easily and without
drama loosened some nuts and
saved the day but the great MacGyver
always had to triumph over adversity
and necessity was the great mother
of invention. As a little kid sitting on
the floor in front of the most loving
of my three parents, the device we
called the TV set, I revelled in the
uniqueness of the hero and how he
singlehandedly solved each life and
death crisis with the items he found
within reach such as a stick of gum, a
chocolate bar wrapper and an elastic
band or paperclip. A team of experts
publicly funded through taxation,
such as the fire brigade or the police,
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were never required or were always
portrayed as an incompetent waste
of money. Little did I know that I
was being indoctrinated into the neoliberal ideology of total capitalism.

complied knowing she was teaching
me a valuable life lesson. I dug my
spoon deep into the mess of butter
encrusted cornflakes, glistening with
white salt. I crunched that oily, salty,
crinkly agglomeration between what
were still my first set of baby milk
teeth and Awugh! I screamed and
spat across the kitchen plastering the
walls and fridge with a sticky mess
of half masticated buttery cornflakes.

The Cold War was at its peak during
those Reagan years and the free
world was a place where individuality and self-expression were championed above all else as a weapon
against the tyranny of socialism and
the dictatorship of the proletariat.
My first conscious realisation that
the comic book hero was a flawed
role model and that the television
may have been lying about the evils
of being the same as everyone else
and working together as a cohesive
social group came during an episode
of Sesame Street, a show often criticised by conservatives in the US for
its libertarian message. If you can
picture the scene. Two of the human
characters were having breakfast.
One poured his cornflakes into a
bowl and then ate them with milk.
It all seemed perfectly normal to my
childish mind until suddenly the other
put salt and butter on his cornflakes.
They then talked it out and it became
a lesson in tolerating difference.
Amazing! I was so excited I wanted
to express my own uniqueness and
individuality, so I ran straight out to
the kitchen and demanded cornflakes with salt and butter from my
confused mother. Like a re-educator
in a Soviet Gulag she unquestioningly

I had been most foully betrayed.
From that moment forward I never
accepted anything from the TV as
truthful again and I began my life as a
socialist championing civil rights and
egalitarian world views that include
support for publicly funded arts,
because capitalism doesn’t taste
good and a lot more can be achieved
with a bag of spanners than an entrepreneurial myth…

He had just turned forty-seven, but
no longer had any youth in him: a
grey ragged version of his former
self. He never had enough to eat and
relied on Patricia Devenney to bring
around some food in the mornings,
the leftovers from her family’s dinner
the night before. He was bound to
gratefulness for this, a type of gratefulness that made him sick to his
stomach, making it difficult to eat the
food. He was consistently enfolded
by a repugnant sense of self.

was on the grounds of the church.
In the beginning he barely noticed or
cared, but then a foul smell began to
linger and seemed to multiply.
His nearest neighbour constantly
harassed him to sort out the problem.
His nerves were shattered. He didn’t
have the money to sort anything out.

He gave mass every Sunday at eleven to a congregation that was in its
final stages of petering out. Mary
Bennett from the post office would
sometimes comment to him that he
should find a woman and stop all this
messing. Which had only the effect
of him needing to catch his breath
for a second before he could let out a
small jarred laugh.

In January there’d been four deaths,
which had meant a lot of extra
work for him. He would give the
funeral mass in the church in the
morning and then travel with the
deceased’s family and friends to the
crematorium. Most families were
choosing cremation because it was
the cheaper option. The business
owner, Brendan, would conduct the
incineration and head out for the rest
of the day, leaving him to handle the
reception afterwards, to say a few
words and provide tea and coffee
until eventually everyone filtered out
to the pub across the road.

It seemed his problems mounted daily. There was some kind of issue with
waste happening in the town and the
locals had taken to dumping rubbish
in the yard to the rear of his house,
which was accessible because it
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It was the day of the fourth funeral.
He was in terrible form, there had
been no sign of Mrs. Devenney that
morning and he was famished and
exhausted by the time they got to
the crematorium. He said the obligatory few words and instructed them
to help themselves to tea and coffee.
He gave curt responses to anyone
who attempted to engage him in conversation. He became aware how he
was behaving and exerted an effort
to approach the wife and the mother
of the deceased and gave them each
a sympathetic, warm hug. He then
he resigned himself to a seat in the
corner of the room.
Everyone had emptied out by
four-thirty and he was left to wait
another hour for Brendan to return.
He cursed him. He didn’t make any
effort to clean. He just stayed still
in the chair and tried to breathe. His
stomach began to make some loud
sounds that seemed to perform a cry
for help.
He shut his eyes hard, and his
thoughts drifted to a warm thing: the
ashes that were now resting in the
metal box underneath the incinerator.
A tingling feeling started to permeate
his body. He got up and went out
the back, opened the grate and put
his hand in to touch the warmth and
softness of the body that had been
burned. He pushed his hand further
inside the mound, resting it there
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for a minute so that the heat would
enter him. The man whose body it
was was a few years younger than
him. He’d known him only to give
him a cordial nod; he would see him
sometimes at baptisms, funerals,
the odd wedding.
He moved to Brendan’s kitchenette
and fished around in the presses. He
hadn’t anything except tea, coffee,
powdered milk, gravy granules and
some soft butter with a bit of mould
on it. He tipped a good helping of the
gravy granules in a bowl and went
out to mix it with some of the hot
water for the tea. He went back into
the incinerator and sat down crosslegged on the floor beside it. He
reopened the grate, grabbed a handful of the ashes and mixed them into
the gravy. He grabbed another handful, and mixed them in. It seemed a
little bit like the consistency of the
non-potato part of a shepherd’s pie.
He ate it slowly, savouring every bit.
He sat for a while and let the heat of
the incinerator warm him.
He got up and washed his bowl, and
sat back in the chair he had been in.
Brendan came back at half and started to clear away the mess into a bin
liner, huffing and puffing in order to
portray his annoyance.
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For the best materials you have to go
off the beaten track. I wanted to build
a yurt as a kind of mobile workshop
and exhibition space; a shelter. My
friends: a loose group of dole-hoppers, ex-builders, and out-of-work
actors decided to join. We went to
the woods that winter to collect hazel
poles to build it. Yurts are temporary
dwellings in which a large proportion
of the nomadic population of Mongolia live. They’re also known as Cloud
Houses. When you see one perched
on the horizon as you come over a
hill that description makes sense. A
yurt is a beautiful, round, self-supporting structure, held in place by
tension. A lattice of fine pieces of
timber make up the walls. The roof
above is held together by roof poles,
strong slender pieces of timber eight
to twelve foot long, all meeting at the
yurt wheel: also called God’s Eye. It’s
fitted with a sturdy door at the front
and covered with durable canvas.
Simple elegant utility.
There were derelict coppices all
around us. Dark, tightly packed
woodland full of mystery and magic.
Left by woodsmen generations ago,
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on an altar you’re missing out. The
etymology of the word communion
goes back to a sense of something
understood in common. That is,
something that stretches to the
divine; connecting us with the sacred,
offering a sense of together. When I
went into the woods I was trying to
divine something not quite apparent.
they stopped being workplaces and
became places of forbidding mystery: abandoned, unattended, and
uncared for. They went to sleep.
But somewhere in the dark of the
sleeping woodlands there are stories
to be told, of lives lived with a kind
of noble reciprocity we can start to
admire now. Beforehand, they were
vital sources of firewood, craft wood,
building wood, foraged food, and
wild meat. They offered wild spaces,
spiritual spaces, and hiding spaces.
Livelihoods came from here; lives
were lived here. There was rhythm
in the woods. The hazel stand was
cut to the quick on a ten year rotation,
the tree happily regenerating after
the harvest. The timber was used
for building houses, boats, baskets,
fence posts, hurdles, tool handles.
I tried to hear the faint rhythm as I
worked. And as I listened I dreamed.

We were like children on our way to
meet our fears. In the woods, the
canopy climaxed above our heads.
There were no unwieldy giant oaks
here. Instead, there were dense
stands of hazel, with the most
beautiful memories of being used,
needed and honoured. A lot of the
wood had grown spindly, but plenty
was straight and good to use. We
bent our backs and quietly absorbed
ourselves into the work. We started
to harvest the timber that our ancestors had privileged, selecting straight
poles and cutting low on each tree.
We started working back.
Glossary:
Coppices: woodland that was managed for
regular harvest, providing small diameter round
poles. Most trees respond favourably to this
type of management.
Stand: a hazel stand has been coppiced, obvious because of the many shoots coming from
the base of the tree.
Woodsman: a person who manages the woods,
in relationship with the woodland.
Hazel: a native broadleaf particularly suited to
coppicing, providing straight long poles. In Celtic mythology the hazel tree was synonymous
with occult wisdom and knowledge (see the
Salmon of Knowledge).

Such experiences offer communion. If you only know communion
as Eucharist handed out by a priest
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1. Ex-marks…
There is a terraced road in a part of
town. Near the port and in the grubby bit of the city. The houses are all
built from the same redbrick. They sit
side by side along the length of the
lane. At night it gets dark and begins
to drizzle but you can only see the
rain in the yellow pools from streetlights. The sky is black and there are
no stars. The houses don’t look redbrick anymore but you can see the
pattern of their pointed bricks, neatly
lined rectangles, making neatly lined
rectangles, all in just the right place.
In front of No. 38 lies something that
is definitely not in the right place.
The house has been burnt down for
years and years. The redbricks are
blackened bricks, still in the right
place but ugly and scorched. It is
usual for the residents of the redbrick,
dimly lit street to leave black sacks of
fresh trash outside of No. 38. They
do it at night, quickly and secretly.
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Secret: From Old French, from Latin
secretus (adjective) ‘separate, set
apart’, from the verb secernere,
from se- ‘apart’ + cernere ‘sift’.
And everybody knows and nobody
knows at the same time. The front
of the house is now covered in black
sacks. All the sacks are at slightly
different stages. Some of them are
shiny and bright in the drizzle and
light. Others have slashed sides and
their contents spill out onto the grimy
concrete, drips and drops all over the
footpath.
Blue light flashes from building to
building making its way slowly down
the road towards No. 38. The police
car stops next to the pile of black
shiny refuse sacks. The sounds of
new and heavy car doors open and
thlunck shut. Two Officers make their
way over to the rubbish pile. They
immediately spot what’s out of place.

Transgress: from Old French trans- The second Officer kneels down by
gresser or Latin transgress- ‘stepped the black sacks, peering at the foracross’, from the verb transgredi, lorn little character.
from trans- ‘across’ + gradi ‘go’.
The boot slams shut. The first Officer
A large red book is brought out and walks around the car with Policeflipped through and the Officer scans tape and begins to fasten it from
lists and lists of nouns. After some the car’s wing mirror to No. 40. The
thumb-licking and corner flicking it second Officer stands up, stretches
gets put away. Glancing about, the lazily and walks back towards the
Officer walks back to the car. Snatch- car. The space between the car and
ing at the radio the Officer asks for No. 36 is taped up. The boot opens
Command. “Command?” The radio again. Both Officers put on heavy
crackles to life, “Secure the area, overcoats. The tape is tossed back in.
await further instruction/arrival.” The The boot slams shut.
radio slots back onto the dashboard,
the Officer hunngrhs out of the pas- Crime scene.
senger seat and walks to the boot.
www.part2ofthestory.tumblr.com
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Easter Lily Shower Head Rubber Johnny (2015) sees
cultural colonialism* as an opportunity to establish, within Ireland’s conflicting historical narratives, alternative
pathways of engagement and interaction. Using a yellow
rubber band and transparent plastic shower cap, Daimyo
O’Brien’s home-made contraceptive device turns the
Easter Lily – used to commemorate those who died during or were executed after the 1916 Easter Rising – into
an advance guard of ideological contraception. Placing the
power jets of the physical force tradition within the Easter
Lily’s sheath of conscientious compassion, O’Brien envisions cultural integration in terms of the release of pentup historical hostility. Mobilising the violent, asphyxiating
insularities of self-determination, while addressing anxieties surrounding contamination and contagion, Easter Lily
Shower Head Rubber Johnny is a powerful statement on
how capitulation can form the bedrock of a loving cultural
colonial relationship.
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*Cultural Colonialism [kuhl-cher-uh l] [kuh-loh-nee-uh-liz-uh m]
Definition:
1. the control or governing influence of a culture over a dependent culture or
cultural territory.
2. the system or policy by which a culture maintains or advocates such control or influence.
3. the state or condition of being culturally colonial.
4. an idea, custom, or practice peculiar to a cultural colony.
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I think these facts are related: they
exist möbius like, the one feeding
the other. Their relation, I think, is
hinged on power, or at least some
sense of it.

I’ll start with another question: what’s the use in criticism?
Not again.
Yes again.

i. Apparently seventy five percent of
twitter bios contain the word ‘writer’. I myself don’t describe myself
as one, but shrewdly skirt around it.
Instead, ‘I write about…’

Of course this is a question that
has shaded recent art discourse, its
effects becoming tangible as we
slowly but surely turn away from
the term. Not just the term, but its
implications, its oh so pious notions
of authority and yes, utopia. Barbara
Rose once said of Greenberg that he
‘gave you the road map and the driving test’1. Obviously most people
like to have even the semblance of
self-determination in their encounter with the work of art, and so it’s
understandable that we are, where
we are. Nonetheless, two facts:

ii. There is a thing called ‘infomania,’ which describes ‘the compulsive desire to check or accumulate news and information, typically
via mobile phone or computer’. This
is of course familiar to anyone who’s
consumed listicle after listicle, or followed the mindless path towards the
dark core of z-list celebrity Instagram.

wrong. In my attempt to outline its
worth, I slipped into the language of
economics, justifying art in monetary
terms: an acquired tic. Of course art
produces value – including cold hard
cash – but it is just one way of appraising it, and somewhere towards the
bottom of the pile. It seems wrong
to gauge its value through a relation
to something so quixotic.

Perhaps writing is a way of inserting
yourself into a narrative, even when
there doesn’t seem to be any narrative present. It’s like a clawing back
towards vulnerable exposure, or
some kind of potency. So really it’s
unsurprising to hear so many people
describe themselves as writers, even
if that writing is in truth confined to
to-do lists and unpaid blog posts.

Franco Berardi calls the present
moment ‘after-the-future’2. Here, the
future is imagined only as a product
of economics – flow charts, projected earnings, etc. – and so the future
as such becomes unfixed. It seems
to me that criticism might offer some
kind of conjectural future, inasmuch
as it stakes a claim for art outside of
a monetary relation: a future after the
future, almost. Personally speaking,
then, when I “write about art” I’m
basically hedging my bets. It’s disingenuous. I want to write criticism. So
where’s the map?

The second reality, this infomania, is
a little harder to understand. Perhaps
we consume information so as to
gain some traction on reality. Perhaps not. But the thing is, I couldn’t
tell you what I read yesterday, not
everything. There’s not enough
space in my head, not enough in
anyone’s.
A few days ago I was trying to articulate something about value and
art. I wrote something short, quickly,
but on reflection it was completely

1. In Hal Foster, 2001, ‘Art Agonistes’ New Left
Review 8 (March-April 2001), pg. 143

2. Berardi, 2001, ‘The Future After the End of
the Economy’ E-flux Journal no. 30 (Dec. 2011)
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Kenneth Goldsmith in his introduction to Uncreative Writing, Managing
Language in the Digital Age (2011)
writes: “In 1969 the conceptual
artist Douglas Huebler wrote, “The from yours.”1 And Goldsmith further
world is full of objects, more or less adds, in a special section titled ‘On
interesting; I do not wish to add the Copy’ featured in a recent issue
any more.” I’ve come to embrace of Mousse that was introduced
Huebler’s ideas, though it might by the editors with a reminder that
be retooled as “The world is full of “Copy comes from the Latin copius,
texts, more or less interesting; I do source of abundance:”2 “Recycled
not wish to add any more.” It seems language is politically and ecologicalan appropriate response to a new ly sustainable, promoting reuse and
condition in writing today: faced reconditioning as opposed to the
with an unprecedented amount of manufacture and consumption of the
available text, the problem is not new, counteracting rampant global
needing to write more of it; instead, capitalist consumption by admitting
we must learn to negotiate the vast that language cannot be owned or
quantity that exists. How I make my possessed, that it is a shared and
way through this thicket of informa- endlessly abundant resource.”3
resourcefulness
tion—how I manage it, how I parse Spontaneously,
it, how I organize and distribute associates itself with situations of
it—is what distinguishes my writing scarcity when ‘making do’ with what

1. Kenneth Goldsmith Uncreative Writing, Managing Language in the Digital Age, Columbia
university Press, 2011, p. 1
2. Mousse issue # 49 Summer 2015 p. 88
3. Kenneth Goldsmith ‘Reflection’ in Mousse,
p. 103.
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is at hand is a necessary strategy,
and yet, living under the twin signs
of Austerity and Abundance, there
is a case to be made for resourcefulness in situations of excess: when
the question of how to continue to
produce texts, images and objects in
times of digital and plastic abundance
nags. If “ideas in literature [and
elsewhere] have been shared, riffed,
culled, reused, recycled, swiped, stolen, quoted, lifted, duplicated, gifted,
appropriated, mimicked, and pirated
for as long as literature has existed,”
new strategies are being used such
as “word processing, databasing,
recycling, appropriation, intentional
plagiarism, identity ciphering, and
intensive programming, to name
but a few.”4 In his essay The Total
Library from 1939, Jorge Luis Borges
quoted Lewis Carroll: ““Soon” he
says, “literary men will not ask themselves, ‘What book shall I write?’ but
‘Which book?’””5
4. Kenneth Goldsmith Uncreative Writing, p.1
5. Jorge Luis Borges in Selected Non-Fictions,
edited by Eliot Weinberger, Penguin 1999, p.
215
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It’s early morning in the Bird Temple
and it ought to be quiet and yet is not.
A metallic boom sends pigeons to
stir uneasy on their perches, which and then fly in fast over the fence,
are the supports of a corrugated roof and in the hole of a door, and be gone.
high above their twitching heads.
Nothing moves amongst the feath- Inside, muted shapes glide through
ered dung and tiny bones of failed the gloom. I catch a foreshadowing,
hatchlings down below, but then – the danger of coming dissolution?
nothing ever does, except for my The flock gesticulates – no, there’s
point in holding onto the past, nor
tangled thoughts.
even this precarious present. Wasn’t
I keep walking around the roads here, this some other warehouse previto find warmth, to find anything, not- ously, and who knows before that,
ing any changes to the jagged skyline. wooden camps on the riverside,
Rolls of barbed wired walls, buildings fecund bogs, maybe even the curlike sorry old beasts. There’s a glint dled sea itself once drifted here? The
of warning from new plate glass fur- water around me rises, salt sprouts
ther over, getting ever closer these in my gills, but sure I’m just dreamdays. Wind traces of machinery, cur- ing. As I often am. Tides come in and
rents that could pull you asunder. But tides flow out, we all have our place,
anything to keep you going, keep you we all have our time, isn’t that right
pigeons?
awake.
Best not to be seen, but if you are
seen, seem to be going somewhere
with purpose. But they try not to see
you. Orientate yourself by the blotted
morning sun, limping in on pale grey
clouds. Check the street once more,
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On the roof my morning smoke floats
up towards approaching seagulls. It’s
not often I’m as close to them and
their kind as I’d like to be. Their clean
white bodies glide in like ghosts,
well, if they could be a bit quieter

maybe. No, nothing like ghosts, too
robust, the sharpest beaks tear up
the crusts I offer. They cut like a
knife in the morning sun, screams of
mercy bearing down on a strong gale
into the city. Launching from the tops
of corporate buildings, dirtying their
pristine squares, dragging the sea in
their wake. Let them drag the whole
lot down I say.

When I look at the hooded grey roof
of the Bird Temple between the
sleek apartments on either side, I
sense that its ruptured sides are a
future that have been designated
the past. The pigeons tumble out
from the dark, pale blue light catches
their haunches. All is well and quiet.
Someone’s stuck some paper to the
fence outside, its fluttering importance in a foreboding breeze tells me
all I need to know.

When I first came to the Bird Temple, I made a silent appeal to those
above for refuge. There was a slow
rustle as heads emerged from plump
and greasy feathers. I was uncertain
whether each of their eyes could
form its own image or whether
all their hundreds of eyes worked
together into one compound eye
that gazed upon me. This was a
transgression for which I might pay
for, and would be glad to pay for.
Perhaps I’m still paying for now.

Over and above the city fares the
same, you might be wondering,
streets still the same, but colder. I
hear its clamour, and I think, same
old cycles back again, so many legs
and faces set against you, all building
into I do not know what end. I don’t
stop for long, though I’ve been out
every morning waiting for a sign, for
an augur, for anything. In the distance the mountains lap the edge of
the city, I can see some rare green.
Sometimes I still hear your voice,
drifting in on the wind from where
you’ve fled, far away.

It would be a kind of truth to say we
crept in together one night but I don’t
want to put you in it too, who knows
who is listening, even the birds
themselves, and then you’d be in the
same situation I am now.

I dream every night of the Bird Temple and I awake to hear the sound
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of great wings beating above me in
my room. I’m alive and I don’t ask for
more. The bedroom is dark and hot
and I like the heat. The glass is cold
to my face as I look out the window,
sighing because I want to sleep. I
see a shooting star flaring in the night
and I turn to tell you and there is neither beating wings nor shooting star
go to sleep I hear you say.

The walls bang, the pigeons are
stirring uneasy.
Shh you’d have said but you never
knew how it went.
You were always straining to go,
couldn’t stay still, moving in your
sleep when the strains of the day
plunged your heart downwards into
the silence of the afternoon, when
we liked to lie on a blue mattress that
had seen better days, as had we.

I remember back to when I flew and
I see - the tangles of a dead sheep
near a river, and white birds flying You see the world was revealing all
on a green field, and weeds gone its secrets, quickly to me, as though
brown already because it’s almost they must be dispatched at once and
winter, and a smoke-sky and I hear it left me both in a state of wonder
the voices from next door all of a and also quite worried because I
sudden, next door voices murmur thought it was about to leave me too.
because it’s night time and it’s too Like burnt and blackened bulbs, and a
quiet, I strain the soft wallpaper, with white rock on a dark wasteland, they
its raised furred flowers against my all flash by, and all the traffic lights
ear till it’s raw but then I think, it’s turning red at once, why show me
not a conversation at all, or was it this, I cannot even put out my hand
ever these rumbles that come and to touch them and they are gone in
go in the night, or is it a train again, the wind.
head against the window, banging,
banging.
The walls are shaking the birds from
their slumber. All their muck and
feathers make it hard to find the comfort that you and I used to desire. Our
nest with the blue mattress which
was not so inviting at first, springs
pushing through its skin, but now I
hold onto its misshapen form like it’s
keeping me afloat.
I always felt the blue mattress was
like the opposite of an island, it was
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a pool in amidst the
concrete, a soft place you
can dive into and forget the
world for a while. For the longest while. Forever.
I am lost in these sounds which may
be traffic or the traffic of thoughts.
The time of birds is over. Something
new must be raised in their place. I
only wish I knew where you were
now. No I know where you are and I
can’t join you, or else I can and either
way it’s all the same. The air vibrates
with the coming storm, which is the
beating of many wings. The cool
breath of soft clouds is on the dark
wet concrete, where blue puddles
show reflections of cranes.

my muted thoughts taken up
instead by robust gulls flying out.
They are untouched by the streets
and the muck of people. Their finite
glances are upon me.
The garden is wet and alive and
through the heavy windows I read
the scattering formations of songbirds – he has gone to the edges of
the sea, where the roughest lines let
you gently down.

From darkness to nothing, the city
cannot be drawn upon like a deep
bog nor lake. I’ve failed to fathom its
dimensions and on the way I’ve lost
my own. But you can be all these
things and still be raw to the bone
and alive all the same. It’s a comfort, dreaming as I am now against
the wall looking out on the wild sea,
it’s a blue island in a grey frame.
Can’t stop sleeping everywhere,

On the edge of the city, cranes bend
and pick over the Bird Temple until it
falls under an empty sky.
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I walk everywhere. Walk is of course
free, and as we are very poor this
is a primary consideration. I am too
young to work, there’s nothing to do
at home, walking fills my time.
At the weekends, I walk with him.
We always follow the same route,
the same sequence of places. I like
that. We talk as we walk. I like that
too.
I begin to sort through the contents
of bins on my journey. I can’t recall
the exact location where I started,
but think it was probably outside the
back of the courthouse. What I am
sure about is I’m always alone when
I do it.
At first, I chose only bins sited
somewhere secluded, so I couldn’t
be observed. Now when I feel
compelled to look through each one
I pass. I don’t care where they are
or who sees me. I empty each bin’s
contents onto the pavement, spread
it out and inspect it carefully.

Whilst shifting through the piles of
rubbish, I read the wrappings, the
junk mail, the newspapers, the packaging, the shopping lists, the letters
and the magazines.
Gradually, I witness the mass accumulation of brainpower expended in
their production.
All of this printed matter is familiar.
I understand the discarded instructions for electrical appliances even
though I have no use for them, the
newspapers are sometimes old,
often new. The letters are always
addressed to people who I don’t
know personally, but recognize just
the same.

I observe most people are revolted
by my daily habit. It seems they are
disgusted with the notion that such
unwanted matter may still be read,
may still hold meaning.
This activity becomes indispensable
to me. I leave my house early in the
morning and come back late at night.
I never take any of it home. It takes
such a long time to work my way
through so much stuff.
Over time, as the world’s words leak
into me, I begin to leak out.
I don’t walk with him at the weekends anymore. I don’t talk to him or
listen to him. I’m far too busy with
my bins.

A thousand voices speak to me
directly.
I alone listen. No one else wants to
hear. That’s why I must look through
every bin so as not to show any
favouritism.
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Ella de Búrca is a visual artist from Dublin currently living
and working in Brussels.
www.elladeburca.com

Stills from The Eyes of Ayn Rand (2011) produced for
Performa 11, New York, November 2011.
Both courtesy the artist.

Michaele Cutaya is a writer and researcher on art living
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Ulick O’Beirne is a writer based in Co. Kilkenny. He
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fiction as critical practice, working across the registers of
the fictive, critical & theoretical writing; editing, and independent publishing. She is a Reader at Edinburgh College
of Art, was Director of Art Writing at Goldsmiths, and is
the founding editor of The Happy Hypocrite, a journal for
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mariafusco.net
Tracy Hanna is a visual artist and curator living and
working in Rotterdam.
Chris Hayes is an artist and writer based in Limerick. He
is currently a co-director at Ormston House.
Barry Kehoe is an independent curator and art writer.He
also works in the Irish Museum of Modern Art (IMMA)
facilitating talks, tours and workshops for the museum’s
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barrykehoe.wordpress.com

Sara O’Brien is an art writer and critic from Dublin. She
is currently based in New York City.
Cac O’Day was born in Belfast and currently lives in
Dublin. Cac is the founding director of The Institute of
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Rebecca O’ Dwyer is an art writer and PhD candidate
at the National College of Art and Design. Further
examples of her writing and projects can be found at
rebeccaodwyer.wordpress.com.
Suzanne Walsh is an artist/writer/musician hybrid from
Wexford, living in Dublin.
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Tanad Williams is a visual artist based in Dublin.
tanadwilliams.com

Dennis McNulty is a visual artist working and living
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dennismcnulty.com
Performance text from The world doesn’t need any more
of those (2014) produced for Foaming at the Mouth #4,
Dublin, September 2014.
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For back issues and further information visit
criticalbastards.wordpress.com or email
criticalbastardsmagazine@gmail.com
Critical Bastards was founded in Northern Ireland. We
especially welcome submissions from writers based in
Northern Ireland or articles that discuss Northern Irish
artists or exhibitions.
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